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A previous survey Poland-Russia: Social Diag-
nosis was commissioned by the Centre for 
Polish-Russian Dialogue and Understanding 
in 2014, when the Russian-Ukrainian war was 
intense. The annexation of Crimea and hostili-
ties in Eastern Ukraine had badly shaken social 
perceptions of Russia and Russians in Poland. 
Earlier warming in relations (such as easing 
cross-border traffic between Poland and the 
Kaliningrad Oblast) had given way to tensions 
and negative emotions. 

Poles’ perceptions of Russia and Russians were 
put to the test. Up to then Poles’ had had a criti-
cal view of Russian government policies, but 
a largely favourable attitude towards Russian 
society. This balance of positive emotions was 
shown to be depleted as compared to public 
opinion polls two years earlier1.

Six years later in mid-2020 when the Russian-
Ukrainian conflict was no longer attracting so 
much media attention, Polish-Russian politi-
cal relations have stabilised at a fairly low level.  
A strategic dispute over the vision and future 
of the region determines relations between the 
two countries. Several years of aggressive ‘his-
tory propaganda’ by the Russian authorities 
mainly aimed at discrediting Poland as well as 
numerous unfriendly gestures and decisions are 
not conducive to positive changes. A separate 

study conducted by the Centre in April 2020 on 
Russian propaganda about history and Russia’s 
information war showed how Polish opinion has 
seen all this2.

This report presents the findings of a new pub-
lic opinion poll Poland-Russia: Social Diagnosis 
that offers a better understanding of social per-
ceptions of this complex situation in the broader 
context of respondents’ perceptions of other 
states and nations. Does the deep crisis of trust 
in Russia and Russians revealed in the 2014 
poll after the war against Ukraine still persist? 
Or are we seeing a move back towards calmer 
feelings of the period before Crimea’s annexa-
tion? Do Poles have different views on the Rus-
sian state as opposed to the Russian people as 
before 20143? Does the age of respondents influ-
ence their opinions on Polish-Russian affairs? 
Where might we find an anchor-point for social 
dialogue with Russians? 

The survey findings offer answers to these and 
other questions, and reveal indicative changes 
in Poles’ attitudes in recent years. This poll 
covers current questions and longer-running 
issues: Polish-Russian relations are best ana-
lysed from a longer-term perspective combining 
permanent features of collective memory with 
sensitivity shaped by changing circumstances. 

POLAND-RUSSIA SOCIAL DIAGNOSIS 2020

   Introduction – context 
and research objective

1   A series of surveys Poland-Russia: Social Diagnosis, were conducted in 2012 and 2014.
2   A survey conducted on behalf of the Centre in April 2020: Information War – Propaganda about History.
3   See Poland-Russia: Social Diagnosis 2012.
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This was a quantitative survey carried out by 
the computer-assisted telephone interviewing 
(CATI) method. 

The survey was conducted on a sample of 1,009 
adult Poles representative of the population in 
terms of sex, age, residential area and province. 

The data was collected from 3–16 June 2020.

For multiple-choice questions the numbers do 
not add up to 100%. For single-choice questions, 
small deviations from 100% are caused by per-
centage rounding. 

 Information on the survey

Methodology

sample structure

Figure 1.    Sex

49+51 Male – 49%Female – 51%

Figure 2.   Age

 18–24 y.o. 180=  9%

 25–34 y.o. 360=  18%

 35–44 y.o. 380=  19%

 45–59 y.o. 300=  15%

 60–64 y.o. 340=  17%

 65+ y.o. 440=  22%

Figure 3.   Education

 Primary or vocational 740=  37%

 Secondary 740=  37%

 Higher 520+=  26%
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Figure 5.  Residential area

 Village 380+380=  38%

 Town of up to 19,000 residents 260=  13%

 Town of 20,000 – 49,000 residents 220=  11%

 Town of 50,000 – 99,000 residents 180=  9%

 Town of 100,000 – 199,000 residents 180=  9%

 City of 200,000 – 499,000 residents 180=  9%

 City of 500,000 or more residents 260=  13%

Figure 4.   Province

 Lower Silesia 160=  8%

 Kuyavian-Pomeranian 100=  5%

 Lublin 100=  5%

 Lubusz 60=  3%

 Łódź 120=  6%

 Lesser Poland 180=  9%

 Masovian 300=  15%

 Opole 60=  3%

 Podkarpackie 100=  5%

 Podlaskie 60=  3%

 Pomeranian 120=  6%

 Silesian 240=  12%

 Świętokrzyskie 60=  3%

 Warmian-Mazurian 80=  4%

 Greater Poland 160=  8%

 West Pomeranian 100=  5%
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As compared to the 2012 and 2014 polls, Poles 
now have notably better perceptions of other 
states’ and nations’ attitudes towards Poland 
and Poles. 

Poles see all neighbouring countries and politi-
cally important states other than Russia (such 
as the USA, France and UK) as having a positive 
attitude to Poland. 

On Russia, Poles’ views have returned to the 
position before Russia’s actions against Ukraine 
starting in 2014. 21% of respondents now see 
Russia as friendly towards Poland, while 79% 
see its attitude to Poland as unfriendly. 

This surge in positive opinions (and with Russia 
the return to the pre-2014 situation) can be 

interpreted by several factors. The Polish pub-
lic is constantly assured that national security 
is much greater than before, thanks to Poland’s 
NATO membership and closer ties with the USA 
including the presence of American troops in 
Poland. This feeling of security is supported 
by the years of Poland’s EU membership and 
friendly relations with neighbours and EU 
partners, as well as the country’s economic 
stability. 

On Russia, after nervous years of nervously 
observing open military action in Crimea and 
the Donbas region Polish public opinion is now 
facing mainly an information war. This is seen 
negatively but does not evoke as much emotion 
as those earlier events. Creeping generational 
change may have changed perceptions. 

How Poles assess  
other states’ and nations’ 
attitudes to Poland
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180+710+710+340+60=

200+720+720+280+80=

400+540+540+360+160=

 9% 71% 17% 3%

 10% 72% 14% 4%

 20% 54% 18% 8%

2012

 Germany       2014

 2020

100+560+560+660+120=

160+670+670+380+120=

380+580+560+360+120=

 5% 56% 33% 6%

 8% 67% 19% 6%

 19% 58% 18% 6%

2012

 Ukraine       2014

 2020

300+760+760+160+20=

180+740+740+280+60=

660+600+600+100+40=

 15% 76% 8% 1%

 9% 74% 14% 3%

 33% 60% 5% 2%

2012

 Czech Republic       2014

 2020

40+260+260+840+600=

80+500+500+700+220=

220+460+480+660+180=

 2% 26% 42% 30%

 4% 50% 35% 11%

 11% 46% 33% 9%

2012

 Belarus       2014

 2020

260+810+810+100+20=

260+770+770+160+40=

660+630+610+60+40=

 13% 81% 5% 1%

 13% 77% 8% 2%

 33% 63% 3% 2%

2012

 Slovakia       2014

 2020

100+520+500+700+180=

160+650+670+420+100=

500+600+620+220+60=

 5% 52% 35% 9%

 8% 65% 21% 5%

 25% 60% 11% 3%

2012

 Lithuania       2014

 2020

Figure 6.   How do Poles perceive other states’ attitude to Poland?
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How Poles assess other states’ and nations’ attitudes to Poland

42=  Very friendly

42=  Rather friendly

42=  Rather unfriendly

42=  Very unfriendly

20+190+190+550+550+500=

20+160+160+830+830=

80+170+170+920+660=

 1% 19% 55% 25%

 1% 16% 41% 41%

 4% 17% 46% 33%

2012

 Russia       2014

 2020

160+810+830+180+20=

200+770+770+220+40=

320+600+600+400+80=

 8% 81% 9% 1%

 10% 77% 11% 2%

 16% 60% 20% 4%

2012

 France       2014

 2020

510+510+410+410+120+40=
 51% 41% 6% 2%

 Hungary       2020

180+770+770+240+40=

200+730+730+280+60=

460+650+630+180+80=

 9% 77% 12% 2%

 10% 73% 14% 3%

 23% 65% 9% 4%

2012

 UK       2014

 2020

200+700+700+320+80=

260+720+720+240+60=

660+560+560+160+60=

 10% 70% 16% 4%

 13% 72% 12% 3%

 33% 56% 8% 3%

2012

 USA       2014

 2020
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Assessments of Russia’s attitude to Poland 
vary notably by age. Younger people (18–24 and 
24–34) are much more ilikely to see Russia’s 
attitude to Poland as friendly than are older 
Poles. 36% of respondents aged 24–34 believe 
this, as compared to only 13% of respondents 
aged 65 and older. 

This is just one example of how assessments 
and opinions about Russia correlate with age. 
The simplest explanation of this difference lies 
in differing memories and the weight of experi-
ence. Those youngest respondents who did not 
experience life behind the Iron Curtain today see 
Russia in a more favourable light. 

Poles may have doubts as to whether Russia as 
a state is positively disposed towards Poland, 
but Poles’ opinions of Russians as a people are 
much more positive. 

Recalling that the Russian state’s attitude to 
Poland was perceived as friendly by as few 
as 21% while 64% of respondents assessed 
Russians’ attitude as friendly, we again see 
that clear distinction. Poles believe that ‘ordi-
nary Russians’ have a far more positive attitude 

to Poland and Poles than does the Kremlin; 
Kremlin policy towards Poland is often per-
ceived as unfriendly, if not openly hostile. 

Such a gap between the perceived attitude 
of the state and its people towards Poland 
and Poles is seen by Poles only in the case of 
Russia/Russians. By contrast positive assess-
ments of relations with our Eastern neighbours 
(Lithuanians, Belarusians and Ukrainians) are 
seeing a definite rise.

40+320+320+820+500=

80+200+980+740=

160+280+280+800+480=

20+380+920+680=

40+220+880+860=

100+260+550+550+540=

42=  Very friendly

42=  Rather friendly

42=  Rather unfriendly

42=  Very unfriendly

 2% 32% 41% 25%

 4% 10% 49% 37%

 8% 28% 40% 24%

 1% 19% 46% 34%

 2% 11% 44% 44%

 5% 13% 55% 27%

18–24 y.o.

45–54 y.o.

25–34 y.o.

55–64 y.o.

65+ y.o.

35–44 y.o.

Figure 7.   How do Poles perceive Russia’s attitude to Poland?
Distribution by age
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How Poles assess other states’ and nations’ attitudes to Poland

140+650+650+500+60=

180+690+690+360+80=

340+560+580+400+120=

 7% 65% 25% 3%

 9% 69% 18% 4%

 17% 56% 20% 6%

2012

 Germans       2014

 2020

180+610+610+520+80=

180+660+660+380+120=

420+560+560+320+140=

 9% 61% 26% 4%

 9% 66% 19% 6%

 21% 56% 16% 7%

2012

 Ukrainians       2014

 2020

320+730+730+200+20=

220+720+740+280+40=

700+550+570+140+40=

 16% 73% 10% 1%

 11% 72% 14% 2%

 35% 55% 7% 2%

2012

 Czechs       2014

 2020

140+630+610+520+100=

160+630+630+480+100=

400+610+630+280+80=

 7% 63% 26% 5%

 8% 63% 24% 5%

 20% 61% 14% 4%

2012

 Belarusians       2014

 2020

320+800+780+80+20=

260+780+760+160+40=

740+610+590+40+20=

 16% 80% 4% 1%

 13% 78% 8% 2%

 37% 61% 2% 1%

2012

 Slovaks       2014

 2020

160+610+610+520+100=

140+670+690+400+100=

460+600+600+240+100=

 8% 61% 26% 5%

 7% 67% 20% 5%

 23% 60% 12% 5%

2012

 Lithuanians       2014

 2020

Figure 8.   What is Poles’ perception of other nations’ attitude to Poland?
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42=  Very friendly

42=  Rather friendly

42=  Rather unfriendly

42=  Very unfriendly

120+550+550+640+140=

80+420+420+640+440=

280+500+500+460+260=

 6% 55% 32% 7%

 4% 42% 32% 22%

 14% 50% 23% 13%

2012

 Russians       2014

 2020

220+780+780+200+20=

180+790+790+180+60=

380+640+640+260+80=

 11% 78% 10% 1%

 9% 79% 9% 3%

 19% 64% 13% 4%

2012

 French       2014

 2020

940+500+480+40+40=
 47% 48% 2% 2%

 Hungarians       2020

200+730+730+320+20=

200+730+730+280+60=

420+590+590+340+60=

 10% 73% 16% 1%

 10% 73% 14% 3%

 21% 59% 17% 3%

2012

 British       2014

 2020

240+770+770+200+20=

220+770+770+200+40=

580+610+630+140+40=

 12% 77% 10% 1%

 11% 77% 10% 2%

 29% 61% 7% 2%

2012

 Americans       2014

 2020

Even if the attitude of Russians to Poland is 
assessed more positively than Russia’s attitude 
to Poland, among our seven neighbours Russians 
are perceived by Poles as much the most distant 
from a social and cultural point of view. 

Czechs and Slovaks rank highest on the social 
and cultural closeness scale. Russians are 

located on the opposite end, namely as most 
distant from Poles socially and culturally. Most 
respondents see Germans as the next most 
distant nation. Belarusians are in the middle. 
Ukrainians and Lithuanians are seen as more 
akin to Poles than Belarusians, but not as close 
as Czechs and Slovaks.
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Figure 10.   Languages other than English which are worth learning

 German 780=  39%

 Chinese 340=  17%

 Russian 320=  16%

 Spanish 300=  15%

 French 180=  9%

 Arabic 20=  1%

NOTE: Respondents were asked to rank countries 
in terms of culture and customs from closest (value 1) 
to most distant (value 7). This chart presents the  
average ratings for individual countries in this ranking.

The importance we attach to different coun-
tries, their cultures and their role in the world is 
shown in part by our readiness to learn foreign 
languages. English of course is well in the lead 
here, but it’s interesting to find out which other 
popular languages Poles think are worth learn-
ing, and what they think of learning Russian.

Of the six languages mentioned in the survey 
– German, Chinese, Russian, Spanish, French 
and Arabic – German came first (39%). The least 
popular language is Arabic (1%). The benefits of 
learning Russian are seen as similar to those of 
Spanish and Chinese: 16% of Poles believe it’s 
worth learning Russian, just as 15% indicated 
Spanish.

Nation closest to Poles

Nation most distant from Poles

42=  Czechs – 2,8

42=  Slovaks – 3,1

42=  Lithuanians – 3,6
42=  Ukrainians – 3,7

42=  Belarusians – 4,4

42=  Germans – 5,0

42=  Russians – 5,4

Figure 9.   Which nations do we see as the closest to us in terms of culture and customs?
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Poles’ spontaneous associations with the word 
‘Russian’ as answers to open-ended questions 
are generally positive or neutral. Positive asso-
ciations typically refer to a shared Slavic identity, 
hospitality and other cultural similarities.

The most common negative association with 
Russians is alcohol, followed by political themes: 

the ‘poor’ Russian people are contrasted with 
their ‘bad’ government.

Spontaneous associations also include neu-
tral descriptions related to popular politicians 
(Putin), geographical areas (Moscow, Siberia) or 
famous places (the Kremlin).

POLAND-RUSSIA SOCIAL DIAGNOSIS 2020

Russia’s image

Figure 11.   Spontaneous connotations with the word ‘Russian’ 

 Positive connotations - general 240=  12%

 Very nice, open, good people 240=  12%

 Friendly, hospitable, friends 120=  6%

 Slavic peple, cultural affinity 100=  5%

 Beautiful women, beauty 80=  4%

 Interesting, rich culture, beautiful singing, ballet 80=  4%

 Positive answers in total – 43%

 Negative connotations - general 260=  13%

 Alcohol, vodka, drink a lot 180=  9%

 Occupation of Poland, communism, Katyn 140=  7%

 Oppressed by the state (politics) 100=  5%

 Hostility, aggression, mistrust, intolerance 60=  3%

 Negative answers in total – 38%

 Neutral connotations - general 120=  6%

 Putin 140=  7%

 Places, sights, climate 100=  5%

 War, WWI and WWII 80=  4%

 Our neighbour 60=  3%

 Matryoshka 20=  1%

 Russian language, school 20=  1%

 Neutral answers in total – 27%
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The image of Russia among Poles was explored 
through five contrasting pairs of values:
– modern – backward
– rich – poor
– democratic – authoritarian
– friendly – unfriendly
– worth visiting – not worth visiting

For the first category, the largest group of 
respondents gave neutral answers: they see 
Russia as neither modern nor backward. 

Likewise for Russia’s level of wealth, neutral 
responses were the most common, although 
answers indicating wealth outweighed those 
indicating only modest affluence.

Many more Poles (74%) see Russia as an autho-
ritarian rather than democratic state (11%). 
A larger group also sees Russia as unfriendly 
(45%) rather than friendly (20%).

For tourist attractions Poles look at Russia 
much more favourably and with curiosity. 71% 
now see Russia is a country worth visiting; only 
17% disagree. The attractiveness for Poles of 
Russia as a tourist destination has returned to 
the 2012 level; 2014 saw a decline in this respect 
as well, as only 38% of Poles saw Russia as an 
attractive destination.

Russia’s image
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100+280+520+500+400+200=

80+280+720+560+360=

140+240+530+530+360+200=

 5% 14% 52% 20% 10%

 4% 14% 37% 29% 18%

 7% 12% 53% 18% 10%

2012

 Modern       2014

 2020

80+120+360+460+980=

40+120+360+620+860=

120+100+300+380+550+550=

 4% 6% 18% 23% 49%

 2% 6% 18% 31% 44%

 6% 5% 15% 19% 55%

2012

 Democratic       2014

 2020

180+220+700+480+420=
 9% 11% 35% 24% 21%

 Friendly       2020

530+530+400+240+140+160=

280+460+560+340+360=

540+540+340+240+140+200=

 53% 20% 12% 7% 8%

 14% 24% 29% 17% 18%

 54% 17% 12% 7% 10%

2012

 Worth visiting       2014

 2020

340+340+880+300+140=

200+400+660+420+320=

400+340+800+300+160=

 17% 17% 44% 15% 7%

 10% 20% 34% 21% 16%

 20% 17% 41% 15% 8%

2012

 Rich       2014

 2020

Figure 12.   How do Poles perceive Russia? 

       Unfriendly

       Not worth visiting

       Authoritarian

       Poor

       Backward
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Russia’s image

Russia’s attractiveness for tourists and Poles’ 
willingness to visit it stem from the fact that as 
many as 85% of respondents have never been to 

Russia. Only one in ten respondents have visited 
Russia as a tourist in the post-Soviet period.

Two-thirds of respondents say that they have 
at least basic knowledge of Russian; 11% say 
they have a good level and can freely talk with 
Russians and read Russian texts.

Knowledge of Russian of course is much more 
common among people aged 45 or older who 
had compulsory Russian classes at school.

Figure 13.   Visiting Russia (after the collapse of the USSR)

 No, I’ve never been there 800+800=  85%

 Yes, I’ve visited Russia as a tourist 200=  10%

 Yes, I’ve visited family/friends in Russia 60=  3%

 Yes, I’ve been to Russia for a business trip 60=  3%

 Yes, I’ve visited Russia for educational purposes 20=  1%

Figure 14.   Knowledge of Russian 

11+57+32
Yes, I’m fluent in Russian.  
I can talk to Russians and read 
lengthy texts in Russian – 11%

No, I don’t know Russian – 32%

Yes, I know Russian a little.  
I can communicate with Russians 

and understand a short passage 
in the Cyrillic alphabet – 57%
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Figure 15.   Knowledge of Russian by age group

  140=  7%

 18–24 y.o. 740=  37%

  560+560=  56%

  300=  15%

 25–34 y.o. 560=  28%

  570+570=  57%

  140=  7%

 35–44 y.o. 530+530=  53%

  800=  40%

  200=  10%

 45–54 y.o. 700+700=  70%

  400=  20%

  340=  17%

 55–64 y.o. 660+660=  66%

  340=  17%

  220=  11%

 65+ y.o. 750+750=  75%

  280=  14%

42=   Yes, I’m fluent in Russian. I can talk to Russians 
and read lengthy texts in Russian

42=   Yes, I know Russian a little. I can communicate 
with Russians and understand a short passage  
in the Cyrillic alphabet

42=  No, I don’t know Russian
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Russia’s image

It seems that Russians are not as frequent 
visitors to our country as (say) Ukrainians, but 

almost half of Polish respondents (48%) say they 
know a Russian personally.

Respondents most frequently learn about 
Russia and Russians from television and the 
Internet (61% and 54% respectively). 30% learn 
about Russia from books and films. 24% per-
cent of respondents (mainly young people) 

mention school textbooks, while 22% read 
press articles.

17% of respondents draw on first-hand infor-
mation from friends or relatives living in Russia.

Figure 16.    Personal acquaintance with Russians

48+52 Yes, I personally know  
a Russian – 48%

No, I don’t personally know  
any Russians – 52%

Figure 17.   Sources of knowledge about Russia and Russians

 Television 610+610=  61%

 Internet 540+540=  54%

 Polish books and films about Russia 600=  30%

 School and textbooks 480=  24%

 Press 440=  22%

 Russian books and films about Russia 280=  14%

 Acquaintances living in Russia 280=  14%

 Family 180=  9%

 Time spent in Russia 80=  4%

 Relatives living in Russia 60=  3%
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Using the Internet as a source of knowledge 
about Russia may mean getting information of 
varying quality, often not reliable or authorita-
tive. The Internet offers valuable written content 
in articles and longer studies, but also videos 
on a massive scale that reproduce a range of 
stereotypes.

It is interesting to find out what online sources 
Poles use when seeking information about 
Russia. It turns out that the largest group of peo-
ple using the Internet (69%) find their knowledge 
about Russia on information portals, while fewer 
respondents (39%) mention videos on such por-
tals as YouTube.

Figure 18.   Online sources

 Information portals 690+690=  69%

 Videos on portals such as YouTube 780=  39%

 Information in social media 760=  38%
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Respondents are very critical of Vladimir Putin’s 
behaviour. Only 9% have a positive opinion, 
whereas the Russian president’s policies are 

assessed negatively by 60% of respondents and 
neutrally by 20%. The remaining 11% have no 
opinion.

Assessment of Russia’s 
authorities and policy

Figure 19.   How do Poles assess Vladimir Putin’s actions?

3+7+20+29+30+11 Rather negative – 29%

Very positive – 3%Don’t know, hard to say – 11%

Very negative – 31%
Rather positive – 6%
Neither positive,  
nor negative – 20%
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Figure 20.   Connotations of the phrase ‘Russia’s foreign policy’

 Very negative/negative/bad – in general 460=  23%

 Imperialism, expansion, war in Ukraine 240=  12%

 Agressive, unfriendly, hostile 240=  12%

 Propaganda, lies, manipulation 120=  6%

 Authoritarianism, lack of democracy 80=  4%

 Worry/fear 60=  3%

  

 Acting for Russia’s benefit, taking care of its interests 100=  5%

 Strong, tough policy 60=  3%

 Neutral 40=  2%

 Gas/gas pipelines 20=  1%

  

 Positive/good connotations 40=  2%

  

 No connotations/none 100=  5%

 Don’t know/hard to say 320=  16%

The phrase ‘Russia’s foreign policy’ has broad 
negative connotations for Poles. It usually 
makes them think of imperialism, expansion 
and aggression and/or propaganda and lies and 
manipulation by the Russian authorities.

While few respondents see positive or neutral 
connotations in ‘Russia’s foreign policy’, there 
are those Poles who see Russian authorities 
taking care to work to defend their country’s 
interests. 

When discussing these results we noted 
a distinction between Poles’ perception of 
the Russian authorities (the Kremlin) and 
their views on Russian society and ‘ordinary 
Russians’. This is a return to earlier thinking 
before the events in 2014. 

On Russia’s foreign policy Poles do not see con-
sistency between the intentions of the Russian 
authorities and the will of the Russian people. 
This is shown by responses to the statement: 
‘Ordinary Russians have no influence over the 
Kremlin’s activities, so they cannot be blamed 
for Russia’s foreign policy’. 76% of respond-
ents agree with this. On the other hand, 39% 
agree that ‘Blame for Russia’s aggressive for-
eign policy lies not only the Kremlin but also 

with most ordinary Russians who support it’.’ 
52% of respondents disagree that Russia pur-
sues the foreign policy desired by its citizens. 
Differences in opinions on these statements 
may result from different emphasis in the 
responses offered.

It can be concluded that not only do Poles have 
no general resentment towards Russians for the 
Kremlin’s policies, but that they also they show 
great understanding for the complicated rela-
tions between Russian society and the authori-
ties. However, a large group of respondents 
(40%) don’t sympathise with the Russian people 
in this respect, believing that they largely sup-
port the Kremlin’s aggressive policies.
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Assessment of Russia’s authorities and policy

A clear majority of respondents are very critical 
of Russia’s foreign policy with regard to particu-
lar historical events and political themes. 70% 
of respondents agree that Russia committed 

aggression against Ukraine in 2014. 71% of 
respondents are convinced that Russia is violat-
ing international law. Most Poles see Russia as 
a threat to Poland’s security.

520+540+360+120+100+160+200=

660+460+140+260+300+180=

300+480+100+480+340+300=

480+480+460+160+100+60++260=

160+300+160+540+500+340=

360+420+220+420+260+320=

640+540+160+280+160+220=

440+500+200+220+280+360=

980+560+100+120+80+160=

42=  I strongly agree

42=  I rather agree

42=  I neither agree, nor disagree

42=  I rather disagree

42=  I strongly disagree

42=  Hard to say

 52% 18% 6% 5% 8% 10%

 32% 23% 7% 13% 15% 9%

 15% 24% 5% 24% 17% 15%

 48% 23% 8% 5% 3% 13%

 8% 15% 8% 27% 25% 17%

 18% 22% 11% 21% 13% 16%

 31% 27% 8% 14% 8% 11%

 22% 26% 10% 11% 14% 18%

 48% 28% 5% 6% 4% 8%

Russia attacked Ukraine in 2014

Russia rightly defends its interests

Not only the Kremlin but also most ordinary  
Russians who support its aggressive  

foreign policy are to blame for it

Russia is violating international law

Russia conducts the foreign policy  
desired by its citizens

Russia is reacting to the EU  
and NATO’s hostile policies 

It is difficult to sympathise with the Russian people 
since the majority of them support the Kremlin’s 

aggressive policy

Russia is a threat to Poland’s security

Ordinary Russians have no influence  
on Kremlin’s activities, so they cannot be blamed  

for the Russian authorities’ foreign policy

Figure 21.   Opinions about Russian policies and Russians’ attitudes
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Older Poles are particularly critical of Russia’s 
foreign policy and feel a threat from Russia to 
Poland’s security. Generational differences are 
evident in responses related to evaluating the 
threat Russia poses. 69% of respondents aged 
55–64 are convinced Russia poses a threat, 

while only 35% of the youngest respondents 
aged 18–24 share this opinion.

This again shows how far individual experiences 
and historical memories influence how different 
generations of Poles see Russia.

42=  I strongly agree

42=  I rather agree

42=  I neither agree, nor disagree

42=  I rather disagree

42=  I strongly disagree

42=  Hard to say

340+380+300+240+400+340=

680+640+160+300+120+100=

460+420+220+360+280++260=

860+500+140+200+80+220=

560+660+120+340+80+240=

700+580+140+240+120+220=

 17% 18% 15% 12% 20% 17%

 33% 32% 8% 15% 6% 5%

 22% 21% 11% 18% 14% 13%

 44% 25% 7% 10% 4% 11%

 28% 33% 6% 17% 4% 12%

 35% 29% 7% 12% 6% 11%

18–24 y.o.

45–54 y.o.

25–34 y.o.

55–64 y.o.

35–44 y.o.

65+ y.o. 

Figure 22.   Opinions about Russian policies and Russians’ attitudes: 
‘Russia poses a threat to Poland’s security’  
Distribution by age
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Assessment of Russia’s authorities and policy

It seems that cultural and social cooperation 
could be a natural platform for Polish-Russian 
understanding. As many as 85% of respond-
ents agree that such cooperation is desirable, 
although most believe it should be approached 
with caution because of the risk of manipulation 
and disinformation by the Russian authorities.

Just 9% of respondents want no cooperation 
with Russia even in cultural and social areas, 
since they believe that the best way to ensure 
Poland’s security is to keep contacts with Russia 
to a minimum.

Figure 23.   Poles’ attitude to cultural and social cooperation with Russia

 Unlimited cooperation, since it is the best way 
 to present our own views and learn our  660=  33%
 neighbour’s perspective

 Limited cooperation, since apart from conflict
 mitigation, cultural and social cooperation 
 can serve the Russian authorities to spread  520+520=  52%
 manipulation or disinformation

 No cooperation, since the best way to ensure 
 Poland’s security is to bring any contacts  180=  9%
 with Russians to a minimum
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 Summary
After the clear deterioration six years ago among 
Poles of Russia’s image as a state and of the 
Russians as a nation, in 2020 Poles have broadly 
returned to their earlier views. As in 2012 (then 
61%), in 2020 64% of respondents see Russians 
as very friendly or rather friendly to Poland.  
In crisis year 2014 this proportion fell to 46%. 
This difference is even more notable in the case 
of the answer ‘definitely unfriendly’ given by 13% 
of respondents in 2020, as compared to 22% in 
2014.

Against this backdrop, the perception of Russia 
as a state is not changing much. The percentage 
of Poles who consider it an unfriendly country is 
being maintained over the years (80% in 2012, 
82% in 2014, 79% in 2020). The image of Russia 
described now resembles what it was before 
the deterioration in 2014. Most respondents see 
Russia as an authoritarian state, but one that 
is definitely worth visiting. As many as 85% of 
respondents have never been to Russia (follow-
ing the collapse of the USSR).

The return to the former different percep-
tions of Russia and Russians is even clearer 
in opinions on the Kremlin’s foreign policy and 
on how Russians see it. The thought that most 
Russians identify with the policy of their authori-
ties finds less support than the claim that these 
two worlds are ‘separate’. Likewise respond-
ents show a very critical view of Kremlin foreign 
policy: they find it aggressive and in breach of 
international law, and so a threat to Poland’s 
security. 

Among the socio-demographic features that 
most strongly differentiate Poles’ opinions on 
Polish-Russian issues, age has the most weight. 
Younger people aged 18–24 and especially 25–34 
are notably more likely to perceive Russia more 
positively. The percentage of these people who 
consider Russia friendly to Poland is decidedly 

higher than among the population as a whole. 
Among these age-groups other opinions and 
assessments similarly differ. Is this because 
younger people did not experience life during 
Poland’s subordination to the USSR? Or is it  
a sign of some sort of political correctness 
holding them back from formulating more 
critical judgments about other countries and 
nations?  

The reappearance of earlier diverging percep-
tions of Russia and Russians is accompanied by 
increasingly positive thinking among Poles about 
other eastern European states and nations. This 
is most clearly visible with Lithuania/Lithuanians 
and Belarus/Belarusians, and to a rather less 
extent Ukraine/Ukrainians. Is this a renais-
sance of Poles’ thinking about the community 
of the region’s states and nations, shaped by 
history and the contemporary security context? 
This turn towards our Eastern neighbours is an 
important finding of this research.

Traditionally Czechs and Slovaks and their coun-
tries are perceived positively. Such countries 
and peoples as Germany, the United States, 
France and the United Kingdom also rate con-
sistently high in Poles’ positive attitudes. It can 
be said that the Poles in this survey feel good 
among allies linked by a community of values. 
This makes differences in how Russia is seen all 
the more striking.

If we look in these results for a place to anchor 
dialogue and cooperation with Russia, it will 
certainly be culture and social life: one in three 
respondents favours unlimited cooperation 
here. A further 52% support such cooperation 
within limits resulting from awareness of pos-
sible Russian manipulation and disinformation.

Some potential can also be seen in language-
learning, travel and interpersonal contacts. 
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Summary

Many Poles see Russian like Spanish as a lan-
guage worth mastering. Travel to Russia and 
direct contacts with Russians are still limited, 
which creates a positive curiosity. 

All in all, the latest Social Diagnosis points to 
certain enduring aspects of Polish thinking 
about Russia and Russians as shaped in the 
past. These may fluctuate in response to violent 
events, but after a while they return to the previ-
ous track. 

This does not mean that nothing is changing. 
The marked difference in attitudes between 
younger and older Poles requires further 
research. The lower prejudice or fears of Polish 
young people towards Russia may become 
both a threat and an opportunity for building 
social dialogue with Russia, and for overcom-
ing a fatalism of mutual resentment. That is in 
itself an observation of front-rank political and 
research importance.
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notes





1 WzorcoWa rola samorządóW W zakresie racjonalnego zarządzania energią

Polish-Russian relations are best analysed from 
a longer-term perspective combining permanent 
features of collective memory with sensitivity 
shaped by changing circumstances. This report 
presents the findings of a new public opinion poll 
that offers a better understanding of social per-
ceptions of this complex situation in the broader 
context of respondents’ perceptions of other 
states and nations. Does the deep crisis of trust 
in Russia and Russians revealed in the 2014 poll 

after the war against Ukraine still persist? Or are 
we seeing a move back towards calmer feelings 
of the period before Crimea’s annexation? Do 
Poles have different views on the Russian state 
as opposed to the Russian people as before 2014? 
Does the age of respondents influence their opin-
ions on Polish-Russian affairs? Where might 
we find an anchor-point for social dialogue with 
Russians? 
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